
TACTICAL ASSESSMENT CATALOG
STACKTITAN



SOCIAL ENGINEERING
STACKTITAN executes customized, highly-targeted and skilled Social 

Engineering engagements using a variety of delivery techniques and 

approaches, allowing organizations to evaluate the effectiveness of their 

security awareness programs. Social Engineering is typically considered 

the path-of-least-resistance for adversaries. Active, periodic assessments 

reinforce security awareness concepts, enable performance and 

trending measurements, and promote layered defense implementations 

aimed at augmenting traditional training curriculum through technical 

security controls.



PHISHING (SPEAR/VOICE/SMS)
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Phishing is the most common form of Social Engineering whereby an 

adversary targets their victims through solicitation campaigns. The attack 

ranges in complexity - from generic, volume-based distributions to highly 

targeted, customized campaigns. In each case, the intent is identical: 

convince the recipients to perform an action on behalf of the attacker. 

STACKTITAN’s Phishing services stay true to its name, creating customized 

campaigns that target a subset of high-value end users. This approach 

enables organizations to gauge its employees’ ability to recognize and 

escalate advanced, highly-convincing phishing campaigns.

PRE-ENGAGEMENT PLANNING
Pre-Engagement Planning allows an organization to define its desired 

outcome, including attack type, attack targets, and other rules of engagement. 

This enables an organization to guide the campaign in a manner that makes 

historical trending more accurate while ensuring unnecessary risk and 

escalations can be avoided, compartmentalized, or managed appropriately. 



PHISHING (SPEAR/VOICE/SMS) 
OSINT
The effectiveness of a social engineering campaign is proportional to 

the quality of information an adversary can obtain – e-mail addresses, 

phone numbers, employee names, corporate events, vendors, partners, 

technologies, and organizational structure. Open Source Intelligence 

gathering leverages public resources, prior data breaches, social media, 

and other sources to create an organizational data profile from which a 

targeted social engineering campaign can be convincingly constructed.

THREAT PROFILE AND MODELING
A variety of criteria such as industry vertical, incentive, capability, and 

opportunity cost, for example, can enable a motivated adversary. Therefore, 

the significance of understanding the overall objective in conjunction with 

a relevant adversary is paramount to establishing threat models that will 

replicate actual venerable attack pattern models. The output of this exercise 

will establish a viable Exploitation and Post Exploitation lifecycle. 



PHISHING (SPEAR/VOICE/SMS)
EXPLOITATION AND POST EXPLOITATION
Exploitation is used to deduce the probability of a vulnerability’s inherent 

risk exposure to be leveraged to compromise the target of interest. In the 

case of Social Engineering, exploitation consists of campaign execution. 

Exploitation can lead to technical compromise of applications or 

systems, which can then be used to further penetrate into the network 

environment. Similarly, the compromised asset may disclose protected 

data such as personal or privacy information. The output of this exercise 

provides demonstrable impact and severity weighting based on tactical 

observations, aligned with security awareness and technical security 

controls observations.

EVIDENCE COLLECTION AND REPORTING
The Phishing Assessment is delivered as a standalone work document 

containing campaign details, evidence, and observed metrics collected 

throughout the engagement. A final set of reports is provided to 

exemplify the engagement appropriate for executive and technical 

leadership as well as those responsible for risk treatment.



PHONE PRETEXTING 
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Unlike its more popular Phishing sibling, Phone Pretexting leverages 

traditional telephony networks as a medium to deliver social engineering 

campaigns, attempting to convince the target to perform an action on 

behalf of the adversary. Commonly, these activities may include password 

or account manipulations, data elicitation, or full asset compromise. 

The outcome of the assessment enables an organization to evaluate the 

effectiveness of its security awareness program, particularly as it relates to 

the often overlooked “telephone” delivery mechanism.

PRE-ENGAGEMENT PLANNING
Pre-Engagement Planning allows an organization to define its desired 

outcome, including attack type, attack targets, and other rules of engagement. 

This enables an organization to guide the campaign in a manner that makes 

historical trending more accurate while ensuring unnecessary risk and 

escalations can be avoided, compartmentalized, or managed appropriately. 

OSINT
The effectiveness of a social engineering campaign is proportional to the 

quality of information an attacker can obtain – e-mail addresses, phone 

numbers, employee names, corporate events, vendors, partners, technologies, 

and organizational structure. Open Source Intelligence gathering leverages 

public resources, prior data breaches, social media, and other sources to 

create an organizational data profile from which a targeted social engineering 

campaign can be convincingly constructed.



PHONE PRETEXTING 
THREAT PROFILE AND MODELING
A variety of criteria such as industry vertical, incentive, capability, 

and opportunity cost, for example, can enable a motivated adversary. 

Therefore, the significance of understanding the overall objective in 

conjunction with a relevant adversary is paramount to establishing 

threat models that will replicate actual venerable attack pattern models. 

The output of this exercise will establish a viable Exploitation and Post 

Exploitation lifecycle. 

EXPLOITATION AND POST EXPLOITATION
Exploitation is used to deduce the probability of a vulnerability’s inherent 

risk exposure to be leveraged to compromise the target of interest. In the 

case of Social Engineering, exploitation consists of campaign execution. 

Exploitation can lead to technical compromise of applications or 

systems, which can then be used to further penetrate into the network 

environment. Similarly, the compromised asset may disclose protected 

data such as personal or privacy information. The output of this exercise 

provides demonstrable impact and severity weighting based on tactical 

observations, aligned with security awareness and technical security 

controls observations.



PHONE PRETEXTING
EVIDENCE COLLECTION AND REPORTING
The Phone Pretexting Assessment is delivered as a standalone work 

document containing campaign details, evidence, and observed metrics 

collected throughout the engagement. A final set of reports is provided 

to exemplify the engagement appropriate for executive and technical 

leadership as well as those responsible for risk treatment. 


